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Kids Plus Pediatrics is the practice others aspire to be. Their website gets 17K 
unique visits a month. They have over 10K Facebook followers. They’ve even ap-
peared in large internationally-recognized publications like the Washington Post 
and The Guardian. But just because you’re well-respected, doesn’t mean your 
reputation is safe—especially online. Communications Director, Chad Hermann, 
puts it this way, “One of my greatest challenges is online reputation manage-
ment. Looking as good online as we are in the office is critical to the financial 
stability of this practice.” But when you’re in the public eye, you can become a 
target for groups that might want to do you harm. Kids Plus learned this firsthand 
when anti-vax groups attacked. 

The Problem With Being Bold
In 2017, Kids Plus released a public service announcement about the HPV vac-
cination. Soon after, anti-vaxxers attacked their practice through dozens of fake 
online reviews. “Because of the anti-vaxxers, our aggregate review score 
dropped from high fours to fractions. Anyone can—with zero accountabil-
ity—say anything they want about your practice online then have it stand 
unchallenged,” says Chad.

Google was no help until a write-up in The Guardian put Kids Plus in the spot-
light. And although it prompted Google to remove many of the false reviews, that 
wasn’t enough for Chad. He knew that a solid online reputation would not only 
bolster them against future attacks, but also lead to new patients. “If we don’t 
keep new patients coming in the door, we don’t survive,” he says.

Chad needed to make sure Kids Plus only received true, accurate feedback so 
they could strengthen their online reputation and draw in new patients. Luckily, 
a friendly dental office recommended a growth platform called Swell.  

Results

From 19 reviews to 
251 in 4 months

Aggregate review 
score of 4.9 stars

Huge increase in 
authentic reviews

Increase in new 
patients

At first, Chad was suspicious of the dental practice’s claims, “They liked the plat-
form so much they sounded like they were on Swell’s payroll.” Chad started 
using Swell and in a short period, his practice generated 251 accurate reviews and 
their star-rating shot up. “I’m happy to report that Swell is even better than it 
seemed,” he says. 

Chad likes that Swell integrates with his EMR and that it’s easy to use. Overall, 
he feels great about the success they’ve had with Swell and the amount of time 
it saves their staff. “We couldn’t come close to getting reviews as easily or as 
time-effectively on our own. Our guess is we couldn’t see the numbers, ei-
ther.”

For Kids Plus, Swell gets results. According to Chad, “If Swell is worth the ROI for 
us, then it’s worth it for literally every other pediatric practice in the country. 
It really does work as beautifully as advertised.”

www.swellcx.com    +(844) 560-2626    info@swellcx.com

Inoculating Against Fake Reviews 

“ We couldn’t come 
close to getting reviews 
as easily on our own. ” 


